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High-performance sodium-ion batteries with a
hard carbon anode: transition from the half-cell
to full-cell perspective
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Hard carbon is an appealing anode material for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) due to renewable resources,
low cost and high speciﬁc capacity. Practical full cells based on hard carbon with high energy density and
long cyclability are expected to possess application interest for grid-scale energy storage. In this review,
following this archetypal use scenario of SIBs, we aim at providing a quantitative full-cell metric for evalu-
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ating newly designed anodes or cathodes. Some signiﬁcant problems in conventional half-cell and fullcell tests, including unfaithful prediction of capacity loss by coulombic eﬃciency in the full-cell and
under-estimated capacity of hard carbon in the half-cell test, are discussed to better assess the actual
capacity and cyclability of the hard carbon anode in sodium-matched full cells. Finally, we review rational
design of hard carbon itself and the selection of electrolytes from such a full-cell perspective.

Introduction

With increasing research investment in sodium-ion batteries
(SIBs), they have gradually come into maturity and entered the
arena competing with lithium-ion batteries (LIBs).1 Hard
carbon possesses many advantages,1–4 such as high initial coulombic eﬃciency (ICE),1 decent gravimetric specific capacity
(roughly more than 2× that of well-known cathodes such as
layered oxides5 and polyanionic compounds2,6,7), as well as
stable cycling capacity,4 and thus is regarded as a star class of
anode materials for SIBs. The reported evaluated energy density
of the SIB full-cell with hard carbon anode could approach 200
W h kg−1, which comes near to the commercialized graphite//
LiFePO4 based LIBs,8,9 and the raw material cost would not get
higher than that of LIBs.10 Moreover, the much more abundant
and evenly distributed sodium and carbon resources could
remove the possibility of geopolitical supply crises, which have
already occurred for Lithium. Encouragingly, some significant
advancements in the full-cell assembly have been made.1,8,9
Zheng et al.1 obtained a very competitive sodium-matched fullcell based on the hard carbon anode, which delivered a high
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energy density of 186 W h kg−1 at 1 C and a capacity retention of
70% after 1300 cycles. Even at a high rate of 5 C, a full-cell with
hard carbon can still deliver a long cyclability of 1200 cycles.8
However, surprisingly, when employing the conventional halfcell testing metric, hard carbon sometimes failed to impress.1,11
It was later revealed that in half cells, the sodium metal counterelectrode incurs large impedance, which often leads to an overly
pessimistic indication of half-cell performance, underutilizing
the low-lying plateau part of hard carbon’s capacity.
It is important to point out that hard carbon is not a
specific material, but a class of carbonaceous materials with a
quite wide variation in micro-structures and consequently
diﬀerent electrochemical behaviors in SIBs.9,12 The term
“hard” in hard carbon points to its mechanically harder
characteristic than graphite or “soft carbon”, which can
deform more easily by interplanar sliding. Hard carbon cannot
be turned to crystalline graphite upon simple heating in a
reducing atmosphere, whereas soft carbon can. The structural
model of hard carbon will be further discussed at the end of
this review, but it is generally believed to have higher orientational disorder and porosity between its sp2-nanodomains,
and such disorder and porosity are locked in so strongly that
they can be maintained even up to 3000 °C, without complete
graphitization. Soft carbon also has sp2-nanodomains and disorder in between, but in contrast, it is more compact due to
the higher content of hydrogen in the precursors which makes
the carbon atoms more mobile at the earlier stage of carbonization, such that the orientational disorder between the nanodomains is not locked in so strongly that they can be elimi-
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nated and can finally coarsen to large graphite crystals around
3000 °C.13 Practically speaking, one can distinguish “hard
carbon” and “soft carbon” components according to the real
density and low-angle XRD patterns.13 Note that some hard
carbon could also be graphitized under high pressure14 or
with catalysts,15,16 and the anthracite-derived hard carbon at
1600 °C could even lose its porosity through further heating
between 2000 °C and 2500 °C and turns “soft”, transforming
from non-graphitizing carbon to graphitizing carbon.13 It is
clear from the above discussion that hard carbon does not
have a black-and-white definition, similar to the “microcrystalnanocrystal-glass” continuum in metallurgical definitions.
Indeed, when one produces a carbonaceous electrode material
by heating, say some biological matter to 1200 °C in a reducing
atmosphere, the resulting product could be a heterogeneous
mixture of hard carbon and soft carbon. In this review, as long
as the mechanically hard, lower-density and “non-graphitizable” component is the majority, we will accept such a heterogeneous mixture as “hard carbon”.
Due to the complexity of the structure/electrochemical
behaviors and the vulnerable half-cell performance of hard
carbon as mentioned above, it is conceivable that some highperformance hard carbon anodes might have once been synthesized but the overly pessimistic indication of half-cell results
might have prevented a further full-cell evaluation. Hence, in
this review, we first provide a discussion of the full-cell evaluation perspective, to figure out what is essential for one specific
anode material when applied to SIBs. Then the reason for the
pessimistic indication of half-cell results is revealed and a
revised half-cell test (RHT) method is introduced to provide a
useful reference capacity (but not cycle life) before designing the
full-cell match-up. Finally, based on this full cell perspective, we
review rational design of the hard carbon material and electrolyte selection.

2. Developing promising full-cell
metrics of SIBs
While tremendous eﬀort has been spent on SIB research, it is
frustrating that actually not as many researchers pay attention
to the full-cell perspective. A full cell requires pairing an anode
with a real cathode such as O3-Na0.90[Cu0.22Fe0.30Mn0.48]O2 17
or Na3V2(PO4)2F3 18 with roughly balanced areal capacities and
limited Na inventory, not superabundant sodium metal. The
areal capacities have the unit of mA h cm−2, and for industrial
applications, they are typically above 2 mA h cm−2. Specifically,
the areal capacities of the cathode and anode must be
matched based on the half-cell nameplate specific capacities
and initial coulombic eﬃciency (ICE), with a little capacity
redundancy on the anode side (5%–10% in the LIB industry)
to avoid local sodium–metal deposition caused by heterogeneous current density. Some materials researchers may complain about the availability of appropriate SIB cathodes with
matching areal capacity and the complexities of designing a
well-matched full-cell battery and stop their research at the
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level of half-cells against a NaBCC counter electrode with extremely large cyclable Na inventory (10× or even 100× in excess).
However, the presence of a superabundant NaBCC metal chip
counter electrode with a lot of electrolyte can hide potential
problems of the material being tested, which will show up in
an unpleasant way when finally adopted in practical full cells
(“overly optimistic” half-cell prediction). NaBCC is also highly
reactive with liquid electrolytes (much more so than LiBCC) and
the resultant large polarization on voltage11 will result in the
undervalued capacity of hard carbon anode as discussed in
Sec. 3 and might also bury some gold in bricks (“overly pessimistic” half-cell prediction) in the materials selection stage.
Currently, many researchers focus on improving the gravimetric energy density (Eg) or the volumetric energy density
(Ev)19 of SIBs. But it is unadvisable to ignore the detailed price
modeling aspect and take for granted that all the SIBs are
cheaper than LIBs. A useful full-cell metric should fully consider its application scenario, and a crude p metric to estimate
the economic competitiveness of a SIB full-cell is
p ¼ C=ðE  LÞ;

ð1Þ

where C, E, and L represent the total cost (unit $), discharge
energy (unit kW h) per cycle, and cycle life of the battery
(defined as dropping to 80% of the initial discharge energy),
respectively. To improve the p value, researchers should pay
attention to lowering the total cost per kW h of full-cell batteries and developing SIBs with a longer cycle life. The total
cost is calculated by adding all the expenses of raw materials
and processing and financing costs, and the total energy could
be calculated by multiplying capacity and the average of fullcell voltage V ≡ Ucathode − Uanode.10 Since the cycle life L can be
a highly nonlinear function of the depth of discharge
(DOD),20,21 which aﬀects E, the optimization of p as well as the
down payment (CAPEX) C/E may lead to an optimal solution
with the DOD significantly less than 1. This in turn means
that the anode and cathode may be operated in restricted
voltage/capacity regimes that do not span the full range,
respectively. The full-cell voltage cutoﬀs [Vlower, Vupper] in charging and discharging are also design parameters that aﬀect E
and L and may be optimized to improve p and C/E together.
CE is an important figure-of-merit since the coulombic
ineﬃciency (CI ≡ 1-CE) is believed to be an accurate reflection
of how much lithium or sodium inventory is irreversibly consumed in one cycle, and it is commonly understood that CE
should exceed 99.9% to achieve 200 cycles since 0.999200 =
0.8186. Currently, few commercial battery cyclers are actually
qualified for such a high-precision measurement.22 Besides,
even if CE can be recorded without any error, CI may still be
overly pessimistic in evaluating how quickly the cyclable alkali
ions are trapped and turn non-cyclable. As one cannot directly
follow and count ions moving inside the cell and can only
count electrons moving in the outer circuit, one have to infer
what happens inside the cell based on some assumptions
about what can and cannot move in the electrolyte and what
can or cannot be accepted/generated at the electrolyte/elec-
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trode interfaces. CE is detected technically in the outer electronic circuit as the ratio of the electronic discharge capacity
(Qed) to charge capacity (Qec) in one cycle, and they are not
necessarily equal to the ionic discharge capacity (Qid) and
charge capacity (Qic) inside the cell.23 Actually, due to some
soluble redox mediators,8,23 the electrolyte may gain some
electronic conductivity, resulting in a “leaking” electronic
current from the anode to the cathode side continuously
which leads to a leaked capacity in discharge (Qld) and charge
(Qlc), respectively. Thus, there will always be
CE ; Qed =Qec ¼ ðQid  Qld Þ=ðQic þ Qlc Þ < Qid =Qic

ð2Þ

and CI > (Qic − Qid)/Qic. For example, CO2 solvated in the
liquid electrolyte could cause a shuttling or self-discharge eﬀect
in LIBs.24 In our previous report on a sodium-ion full-cell which
exhibits a much greater shuttling eﬀect than LIBs, the cycle life
is ∼5× better than what the CI cumulant prediction suggested
based on half-cell characterization of the hard carbon electrode.8 Thus, the cycle life of SIBs (L) should be carefully verified
from the real cycling of the well-balanced full-cell battery, rather
than relying on CE prediction alone.

3. Revealing the undervalued halfcell test results
To achieve a lower p of eqn (1), the cathode and anode should
be well matched in areal capacities to avoid the unnecessary
redundancy of the electrode mass, increasing E and reducing
C. The areal capacities are usually estimated from traditional
half-cell tests (THTs), on the anode and on the cathode separately. (We have already mentioned that THT can be an overly
pessimistic indicator of cycle life, but here we are just talking
about first-10-cycle capacity.) But surprisingly, when running
THT with voltage cutoﬀs [Vlower, Vupper] = [0 V, 2.0 V], it was
found that such THT first-10-cycle capacity is still not qualified
for quantifying the true reversible areal capacity of hard
carbon. The reason turns out to be due to overpotential in
dynamic charging, especially coming from that of the NaBCC
counter-electrode in a two-electrode cell setup.
3.1. Why the areal capacity of hard carbon can be largely
underestimated in THT
It seems natural that the half-cell ought to perform better than
the areal capacity-matched full-cell in cyclability and capacity,
since the counter electrode NaBCC metal provides almost
endless Na inventory, which is expected to be consumed continuously at the anode/electrolyte interface for parasitic reactions. But actually it was reported1 that in a traditional halfcell test, the sodium-matched full-cell based on the hard
carbon anode could survive for 1300 cycles at 1C with a
capacity retention of 70%, while the sodium–metal redundant
half-cell possessed only ∼1/6 of the capacity delivered in the
full-cell and appeared to have died within 100 cycles at the
same current density.
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The key to understanding the apparent capacity diﬀerence
between the half and full-cell is the diﬀerent triggering
regimes of voltage truncation in sodiation of hard carbon and
how sensitive they are with respect to the current density Q̇ in
dynamic charging tests. The THT 0 V cutoﬀ, a convenient and
often-taken operational measure, often corresponds to the
plateau part of the open-circuit voltage (OCV) profile of hard
carbon UOCV
anode (Q), where Q is the areal capacity and the subscript “anode” here just stands for hard carbon. How this truncation is actually triggered is shockingly sensitive to the
current density Q̇: Uanode(Q̇, Q) ≠ UOCV
anode (Q), UNaBCC(Q̇, Q) ≠
UOCV
NaBCC (Q) ≡ 0. In other words, one can easily prematurely truncate in the THT test when VTHT ≡ Uanode − UNaBCC hits zero,
OCV
due to Uanode(Q̇, Q) < UOCV
anode (Q) and UNaBCC(Q̇, Q) > UNaBCC (Q) ≡
0 during the sodiation process of hard carbon, even when
UOCV
anode (Q) is above zero and physically in a reversible regime of
the hard carbon capacity. In contrast, since full-cell voltage V ≡
Ucathode − Uanode, and UOCV
cathode maintains a significant slope
with respect to Q, the sodiation process of hard carbon is
likely truncated at a sloping part of full-cell VOCV(Q) in charging, which is much more tolerant to polarization, as shown in
Fig. 1(A and B).1 Premature truncation due to high Q̇ tends not
to occur in the full-cell test since we rely more on Ucathode↑ to
trigger the full-cell voltage cutoﬀ, if we design the anode to be
slightly capacity-excess than the cathode (of course, this relies
on knowing what the reversible capacity of the anode roughly
is beforehand, so this is a chicken-and-egg iterative problem, if
we do not have a reliable half-cell test protocol). Note that the
OCV curve is very time-consuming to measure, while in standard battery cycling tests, the current density is so high that
significant polarizations (deviation of Ucathode from UOCV
cathode
11
and Uanode from UOCV
further conanode ) can arise. Ji’s group
firmed this phenomenon using the three-electrode testing
method and the results are shown in Fig. 1(C). Due to polarization, the cutoﬀ of 0 V in V ≡ Uhard carbon − UNaBCC in THT will
indeed result in the premature ending of “plateau part” of
UOCV
hardcarbon (even though the open-circuit voltage is still above 0
V versus Na+/NaBCC and also NaBCC does not actually precipitate out in these THT half-cell tests) and it gets much more
obvious at a higher current density, which leads to the undervalued rate capacity of hard carbon. In some cases, for
example when the battery is tested at a low current density, the
eﬀect of polarization may not be severe enough in THT and
many researchers indeed obtain high-capacity hard carbon
anodes, but the capacity could still be somewhat underestimated as discussed above. It is also worth mentioning that
electrochemical polarization on the superabundant NaBCC
counter-electrode, which leads to the undervalued half-cell
results, is not just specific to SIBs, but is a common issue in
all alkali ion batteries. The only diﬀerence might lie in the
degree of impact, and actually the NaBCC metal is more severe
than the LiBCC metal25 as shown in Fig. 1(D). Larger electrochemical polarization of SIB half-cells results from the higher
parasitic reactions of the Na metal with the liquid electrolyte,
which introduces larger impedance related to the SEI
layer,25,26 compared to LIB half-cells. For the time being, this
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Fig. 1 (A and B) The inﬂuence of cell polarization on the half-cell and full-cell, respectively.1 Reproduced with permission from ref. 1. Copyright
2017. Elsevier. (C) Sodiation–desodiation potential proﬁles of FP-HC of the ﬁfth cycle at diﬀerent current rates in the three-electrode cell, which
clearly presents the inﬂuence of polarization, where Ewe represents the working electrode and Ece represents the counter electrode of the Na
metal.11 Reproduced with permission from ref. 11. Copyright 2017. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (D) The inﬂuence of diﬀerent electrolytes on the
degree of electrochemical polarization in both LIBs and SIBs.25 Reproduced with permission from ref. 25. Copyright 2015. ECS-The Electrochemical
Society.

diﬀerence is diﬃcult to resolve systematically due to the
extreme reactivity of sodium metal and the absence of reliable
Na foil.26 Meanwhile, due to the much more severe reaction
between NaBCC metal and electrolyte, the SIB half-cell may die
quickly due to electrolyte dryout, causing a much shorter cycle
life. Thus, we highly recommend that the researchers should
take polarization and electrolyte consumption into consideration and think twice about the THT half-cell test of other
alkali ion batteries based on rigid voltage cutoﬀs [Vlower, Vupper]
like [0 V, 2.0 V], due to excessive polarization on NaBCC even at
quite small current densities.
3.2.

A revised half-cell test (RHT) method

Traditionally, the THT half-cell test is an essential step to
examine the specific capacity, rate performance and cyclability
of a newly designed electrode material. However, without using
the NaBCC metal anode, the capacity-balanced full-cell with a
transition-metal–oxide cathode and a hard carbon anode can
actually exhibit much better specific capacity, rate capability and
cycle life as discussed previously.1 Thus, we strongly advise that
more attention should be paid to the sodium-matched full-cell.
However, it is still a very inconvenient and iterative construction-testing process to directly work with full cells. Before
designing a sodium-matched full-cell, some kind of half-cell

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

test is still needed to ascertain and quantify the specific
capacity and ICE as mentioned before, and hence a revised
half-cell test (RHT) method which can precisely locate the true
capacity and ICE is developed. We recommend RHT to be used
to assess the initial capacity and ICE, before designing the
sodium-matched full-cell, to save time and cost. But the cycle
life of hard carbon should still be better assessed by the fullcell test, not with THT or RHT.
Considering that in practical usage scenarios, all the capacity
before nucleation of NaBCC on the surface of hard carbon is
actually acceptable, we define reversible anode capacity as the
maximum capacity right before nucleation of NaBCC at a certain
current density/rate and cathode capacity could be defined as
the capacity within a certain voltage range at a certain current
density/rate. A three-electrode setup might be an acceptable
scheme11 to remedy the eﬀect of polarization on the Na-metal
counter electrode, but is more complicated to conduct.
Zheng et al.1 provided a revised half-cell test (RHT) method,
in which the initial cycle of THT is reserved to get the ICE, and
in the second cycle, the discharging cutoﬀ voltage of 0 V is
removed and more attention is paid to the nucleation signature in the voltage that will fall below 0 V. As shown in Fig. 2(A
and B), there is a “V”-shaped voltage cusp between the highly
reversible parts and BCC metal deposition part in both LIBs
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Fig. 2 (A) Voltage proﬁles during Li deposition on various materials which show the appearance of the V-shaped cusp.27 Reproduced with permission from ref. 27, Copyright 2016. Springer Nature. (B) The V-shaped cusp in the hard carbon half-cell.1 Reproduced with permission from ref. 1.
Copyright 2017. Elsevier.

and SIBs, caused by the nucleation energy barrier27 of the bodycentered cubic (BCC) Li/Na metal. This V-shaped cusp indicates
the end of reversible capacity precisely even if the half-cell
voltage is a little negative. In their work, the half-cell delivers a
specific capacity of 314 mA h g−1 in RHT, which is in excellent
agreement with the full-cell test in long-term cycling. Thus,
RHT first-cycle capacity provides a good estimate for designing a
full cell, which requires ∼5% overcapacity on the hard carbon
side compared to the cathode side, which is suﬃcient to
prevent NaBCC nucleation on the hard carbon surface.

4. Research outlook: sodium storage
mechanism and developing highperformance SIBs with hard carbon
Based on the full-cell evaluation metric, high-performance SIBs
should possess the advantages of low cost per kW h and a long
cycle life. High specific capacity (low C/E) and high CE (long L)
are essential for hard carbon to reduce the cost of the full-cell
according to the model.10 The cycling capability of hard carbon
is acceptable since the sodium-matched full-cells could survive
for more than 1000 cycles.1,8 However, due to the lack of explicit
knowledge of the sodium storage mechanism, it becomes quite
a tough mission to carry out rational design of the hard carbon
material. Most of the material explorations so far are processing
followed by testing. Herein, we will first review the historical
understanding of the sodium storage mechanism in hard
carbon. Several more systematic attempts, including using
various precursors, amending the pyrolysis process and doping
heteroatoms, will also be discussed. Lastly, since the electrolyte
plays a critical role in p, as the amount and stability of SEI
formed by decomposition of the liquid electrolyte on the
surface of the anode will aﬀect L in eqn (1), we will discuss electrolyte optimization for SIBs with a hard carbon anode.
4.1.

Sodium storage mechanism in hard carbon

Many researchers have tried to obtain reasonable proof of the
sodium storage mechanism. Since the intercalation/nanopore-
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filling mechanism28 was proposed by Stevens and Dahn et al.
in 2000 as shown in Fig. 3(A), the debate around the mechanism has never stopped. Generally, the primary debate is on
the detailed sodiation process during the “sloping part” and
“plateau part”, and there are mainly four potential candidates
for the two parts of the capacity: defect absorption,29 nanopore
filling,30 interlayer intercalation,4 and underpotential deposition.1 Some typical speculations3,4,29,31,32 are demonstrated
in Fig. 3(B–D) but none of the models can explain all the
experimental facts well. For example, considering the influence
of the pyrolysis temperature, the absorption–intercalation
mechanism seems to gain the upper hand, as higher pyrolysis
temperature induces a smaller interlayer distance of nanocrystals of graphite in hard carbon and consequently lowers formation energy for the layer-intercalated NaCx when the distance
is less than 0.47 nm (most of the hard carbons present an interlayer distance between 0.37 nm and 0.42 nm), corresponding to
the lower plateau voltage.4 However, it was reported by
Tarascon’s group33 that no obvious interlayer expansion can be
observed using in situ XRD detection and the plateau part is
mainly nesting in pore-filling, whereas according to the ab initio
model34 proposed by Yamada’s group, the sloping and plateau
parts of the voltage profile are just the reflection of the energy
attenuation for Na-ions being absorbed along the sites (centers
of the hexagonal carbon ring) drifting apart from one defect on
the graphene layer.
Frankly, it is challenging to prove which storage mechanism
is operational, because even the structure of hard carbon still
remains uncertain. In 1951, Rosalind Franklin13 described the
non-graphitizing carbon as randomly oriented crystallites with
strong cross-linking and oﬀered a vivid 2D schematic
(Fig. 4(A)) of the structure. However, hard carbon is not a
specific structure but an extensive span of carbonaceous
materials, whose structures are extremely complex and are
usually correlated closely with the precursors and synthesis
process. Structural models3,30,35,36 on hard carbon are continuously proposed as shown in Fig. 4(B–D). Currently, most of the
storage mechanisms are based on the “house of cards” model
but whether we can confirm this model is suitable for all hard
carbon materials is still in question.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 3 The proposed sodium storage mechanism in hard carbon. (A) Visual representation of the “house of cards” model and “intercalation-nanopore ﬁlling” mechanism.28 Reproduced with permission from ref. 28. Copyright 2015. American Chemical Society. (B) Mechanistic model involving
sodium-ion storage at defect sites in the sloping region.29 Reproduced with permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2015. American Chemical Society. (C)
Adsorption–intercalation-pore ﬁlling mechanism.31 Reproduced with permission from ref. 31. Copyright 2018. American Chemical Society. (D)
Schematic illustration of the Na ion storage in hard carbons according to the “adsorption–intercalation” mechanism.3 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 3. Copyright 2018. Elsevier.

Fig. 4 The proposed structural model of hard carbon. (A) Proposed by Franklin in 1951.3,13 Reproduced with permission from ref. 13. Copyright
2018. Elsevier. (B) Proposed by Shinn in 1984.3,36 Reproduced with permission from ref. 3. Copyright 2018. Elsevier. (C) Proposed by Harris in
1997.32,35 Reproduced with permission from ref. 32. Copyright 2001. Elsevier. (D) Proposed by Dahn in 2000 (known as the “house of cards”
model).28 Reproduced with permission from ref. 28. Copyright 2000, ECS-The Electrochemical Society.

4.2.

Attempts at rational design of hard carbon

While there is debate on the sodium storage mechanism,
most researchers agree that the sodium storage mechanism is
basically a combination of the 4 possible sodiation processes

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

mentioned above. Therefore, we can still carry out rational design
of high-performance hard carbon to some degree and these
attempts will also help to refine the sodium storage mechanism
in return. On the road to high-performance hard carbon anodes,
much eﬀort1,8,9,37–39 has been continuously made. Xiao et al.38
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obtained a hard carbon anode with a low defect and low porosity,
which delivered a high reversible capacity of 361 mA h g−1 and an
excellent capacity retention of 93.4% after 100 cycles. Lu’s group37
utilized electrospinning to synthesize a phosphorus-functionalized hard carbon anode which exhibited 393.4 mA h g−1 with the
capacity retention up to 98.2% over 100 cycles. Hu and coworkers9 reported a novel carbon anode derived from charcoal
with an ultrahigh high specific capacity of ∼400 mA h g−1.
Adjusting the micro-structure of hard carbon plays an
important role in rational design of hard carbon materials. In
general, changing the precursors,1,40–45 optimizing the pyrolysis process4,9 and doping heteroatoms46,47 are the most
common and eﬀective methods to modify the microstructure.
The hard carbon precursors are mainly derived from a variety
of organics or biomass,3,40 such as banana peels,44 tea
leaves,45 cellulose41 and even cotton,43 and the diﬀerent precursors usually exhibit diﬀerent chemical components and
microstructures and consequently result in hard carbon with
diﬀerent nano- and micro-structures. The cost of raw materials
and yield should also be taken into consideration. Li et al.48
obtained a HC anode from the cheap anthracite in an environmentally friendly way and the yield is as high as 90%, which is
now being industrialized for its low cost. The pyrolysis process
is also important for tuning the microstructure. By modifying
the pyrolysis process, Zhao et al.9 developed a hard carbon
with a specific capacity of ∼400 mA h g−1, and 85% of its
capacity was provided by the plateau part. It is also reported
that the higher pyrolysis temperature may also lead to a
smaller Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and consequently a higher ICE.1,9,49 Note that in the context of the p
evaluation of the full-cell, ICE is as important as the specific
capacity of hard carbon, as both of them impact C/E of the
full-cell, and evaluation of one newly designed hard carbon
needs to focus on p, not just specific capacity.
As for heteroatom doping, the mechanism is quite complex
because the outcome highly depends on the dopant type and a
commonly accepted sodium storage mechanism picture is still
absent even for pure hard carbon itself. It was reported that
certain doping such as S50 and P46 will introduce more carbon
defects, which will increase the sloping capacity. Also, it is
reported that with P as the dopant, the formation of PvO and
P–C bonds in the nano-graphitic layer will increase the
capacity.37 One aspect to note is that if the dopant is selected
without well-rounded considerations from the practical fullcell perspective, SIBs may exhibit a totally opposite change in
behavior such as lower plateau capacity.46 It is also worth mentioning again that heteroatom doping usually brings a lower
ICE compared to the original hard carbon,38 which may sometimes bring a Pyrrhic victory and cause higher C/E of the fullcell.46 Therefore, researchers have to evaluate the practicability
of heteroatom doping under the consideration of p.
4.3. Electrolyte optimization for SIBs with a hard carbon
anode
Electrolytes are hugely important for the total price and
cyclability of the battery, further aﬀecting the L and p value.51
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Here, we will review choosing appropriate electrolytes for hard
carbon from the full-cell perspective.
First, more eﬀort should be paid to NaPF6-based or NaFSI/
NaTFSI-based electrolytes rather than NaClO4-based electrolytes since NaClO4 could easily cause explosion.51 The salt concentration should be carefully tuned because the higher concentration may bring anion-derived stable SEIs, at the cost of
increasing the price and electrolyte viscosity.52 How to balance
the relationship between these issues should fully consider the
full-cell perspective mentioned above. It is wise to compromise
and develop a moderately concentrated electrolyte, and it is
reported that an appropriate salt concentration of
electrolyte,53,54 for example, 3 M NaFSI in PC : EC, can also
improve the flame-retardant properties, which are important
for industrial applications. Besides, an appropriate electrolyte
content in SIBs should be taken into consideration. For graphite//NMC532 LIBs, it is reported that the minimum injected electrolyte (1.2 M LiPF6 in EC : EMC) volume is about 1.9 times the
total pore volume in the anode, cathode and separator to guarantee decent performance of full-cells, including long
cyclability and acceptable ohmic resistance.55 However, relevant
research studies in SIBs are still largely absent, and seeking an
appropriate electrolyte volume based on the full-cell metric in
SIBs with hard carbon should be carried out expeditiously.
Second, to improve the cycle life of SIBs, the electrolyte
should be essential for forming contiguous and stable SEI,
which is closely related to solvents, additives, salt concentration and binder. Solvent is usually made of polar molecules
like EC or PC to achieve high solubility for salts, with chain
molecules like DMC or DEC for viscosity reduction. It is worth
mentioning that EC is essential in graphite-based LIBs
because it can help in forming stable SEIs.56 In contrast, the
relatively higher absolute potential of hard carbon in SIBs at
the end of the charging process may prevent EC or other esters
from forming a stable organic layer.57,58 Instead, long-neglected ether-based electrolytes56,59–62 in LIBs are continuously
reported to exhibit excellent properties when pairing hard
carbon with NaBCC metal counter, such as the long cycle life,61
high capacity,60 and excellent rate performance.62 However,
whether these improvements can reemerge in practical fullcells without the NaBCC metal counter still remains questionable (especially with regard to high-voltage stability on the
cathode side) and only further investigations can tell which
kind of solvent is more suitable for practical full-cell SIBs with
a hard carbon anode. The experience of solvent selection for
both esters and ethers in LIBs should be reconsidered due to
the diﬀerence between SIBs and LIBs.
Another currently urgent issue is that most of the investigations on electrolyte optimization for SIBs are carried out in a
half-cell system and the conclusion might be unsuitable for
the sodium-matched full-cell, due to the huge diﬀerence
between the NaBCC-metal counter electrode and a real
cathode51,57,63,64 as discussed previously. FEC and other additives must be reconsidered for their compatibility with the
hard carbon anode in well matched full-cell SIBs. Meanwhile,
it is worth mentioning that the binder can assist in forming a
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protective layer on the electrode and reducing the continuous
growth of SEI,65 which was usually overlooked in previous
studies.
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5. Summary
SIBs were developed not much later than LIBs, but the investigation did not gain enough traction until the last decade or so.
In this review, a full-cell perspective is oﬀered and then some
often-ignored issues such as the CE-cycle life relation and
underestimated reversible capacity results are presented to
encourage the researchers to be careful about SIB half-cell test
results, due to the extraordinary reactivity and excessive impedance brought by the NaBCC metal counter-electrode, which is
much more extreme than the LiBCC metal counter-electrode. A
revised half-cell test method that can measure ICE and real
capacity of hard carbon more precisely is introduced to lay the
foundation for full-cell design. The full-cell configuration is
always recommended to assess the true cycle life, due to the
soluble redox mediators brought by the reaction of NaBCC with
the electrolyte, which can cause the half-cell CE to be overly
pessimistic in predicting the full-cell cycle life. Transitionmetal oxide cathodes such as Na[Cu1/9Ni2/9Fe1/3Mn1/3]O2 are
suggested to be the promising configuration, for both the
investigations of the hard carbon anode and the electrolyte,
and moderately concentrated electrolytes such as 3 M NaFSI in
PC : EC are recommended. After clarifying these basic issues,
we further probe into rational design of hard carbon materials
and electrolytes from the full-cell perspective. There is a high
chance that the hard carbon anode will be dominant in SIBs
and become the first to enter the arena competing with LIBs.
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